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ABSTRACT

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have
identified thousands of non-coding single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with human traits
and diseases. However, functional interpretation of
these SNPs remains a significant challenge. Our
recent study established the concept of 3′ un-
translated region (3′UTR) alternative polyadenylation
(APA) quantitative trait loci (3′aQTLs), which can
be used to interpret ∼16.1% of GWAS SNPs and
are distinct from gene expression QTLs and splic-
ing QTLs. Despite the growing interest in 3′aQTLs,
there is no comprehensive database for users to
search and visualize them across human normal
tissues. In the 3′aQTL-atlas (https://wlcb.oit.uci.edu/
3aQTLatlas), we provide a comprehensive list of
3′aQTLs containing ∼1.49 million SNPs associated
with APA of target genes, based on 15,201 RNA-seq
samples across 49 human Genotype-Tissue Expres-
sion (GTEx v8) tissues isolated from 838 individu-
als. The 3′aQTL-atlas provides a ∼2-fold increase in
sample size compared with our published study. It
also includes 3′aQTL searches by Gene/SNP across
tissues, a 3′aQTL genome browser, 3′aQTL boxplots,
and GWAS-3′aQTL colocalization event visualization.
The 3′aQTL-atlas aims to establish APA as an emerg-
ing molecular phenotype to explain a large fraction
of GWAS risk SNPs, leading to significant novel in-
sights into the genetic basis of APA and APA-linked
susceptibility genes in human traits and diseases.

INTRODUCTION

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified
>100 000 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associ-
ated with complex traits and diseases in humans. However,
the functional interpretation the effects of these SNPs is
difficult, as the SNPs often lie in non-coding regions and
do not directly affect protein-coding regions. To bridge the
gap between GWAS non-coding variants and human phe-
notypes, a quantitative trait locus (QTL)-based analysis has
been used to evaluate the effects on various molecular phe-
notypes. In particular, gene expression (eQTL) and splic-
ing (sQTL) analyses have successfully explained the target
genes and functional mechanisms of numerous GWAS risk
loci (1–4). Despite massive efforts on eQTLs and sQTLs, a
large fraction of GWAS risk loci remains unexplained (5,6).

Alternative polyadenylation (APA), which occurs in
>70% of human genes, is a major mechanism of post-
transcriptional regulation under diverse biological condi-
tions, tissues and cell types (7–10). By changing the posi-
tion of polyadenylation sites, APA can generate transcripts
with either long or short 3′ untranslated regions (3′UTRs)
that contain different cis-regulatory elements, such as bind-
ing sites of RNA-binding proteins or miRNAs. This leads
to altered translation efficiency, cellular localization, and
stability of transcripts (9,11) independent of gene expres-
sion or splicing. Disruption of the key APA regulators
(e.g. PABPN1, CDK12 and NUDT21) leading to global
APA changes has been linked to serious human diseases,
including oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy (12), neu-
ropsychiatric disease (13), leukemia (14), and glioblastoma
(15).

In addition, mounting evidence suggests that genetic
variations that affect APA usage in individual genes can
confer the risks of many diseases, including Parkinson’s dis-
ease (16), systemic lupus erythematosus (17,18), multiple
cancer types (19), and diabetes (20,21). For example, a com-
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mon variant (rs356165) at the 3′UTR of SNCA (coding �-
synuclein protein) can increase SNCA long 3′UTR usage,
which enhances the accumulation of �-synuclein protein
in mitochondria and further contributes to a high risk of
Parkinson’s disease (16). Similarly, rs10954213 at the IRF5
3′UTR locus can shorten the 3′UTR of IRF5, which al-
ters mRNA stability and further results in high systemic
lupus erythematosus susceptibility (17). Taking the advan-
tage of large-scale transcriptome and genotype data from
the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) project (version
7), our recent study established the concept of 3′UTR APA
quantitative trait loci (3′aQTLs), which can be used to in-
terpret ∼16.1% of GWAS SNPs and are largely distinct
from eQTLs and sQTLs (22). 3′aQTLs provide consequen-
tial supplements to the functional interpretation of non-
coding variants. Despite the growing interest in 3′aQTLs,
there is no comprehensive database for users to search and
visualize these 3′aQTLs across human normal tissues.

We developed a database for 3′aQTLs, termed 3′aQTL-
atlas. 3′aQTL-atlas contains ∼1.49 million SNPs associ-
ated with the APA of target genes, based on 15,201 RNA-
seq samples across 49 human GTEx (version 8) tissues iso-
lated from 838 individuals. The 3′aQTL-atlas not only pro-
vides a ∼2-fold increase in sample size compared with our
published study (22) but also includes 3′aQTL searches
by Gene/SNP across tissues, a 3′aQTL genome browser,
3′aQTL boxplots, and GWAS-3′aQTL colocalization event
visualization. The 3′aQTL-atlas aims to establish APA as an
emerging and important molecular phenotype to explain a
large fraction of GWAS risk SNPs, leading to significant
novel biological insights into the genetic basis of APA and
APA-linked susceptibility genes in a wide spectrum of hu-
man traits and diseases.

DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING

GTEx data collection and processing

We downloaded the RNA-seq BAM files of 17 382 human
normal samples across 54 tissues in 948 individuals from
the GTEx project (dbGaP, phs000424.v8.p2) (2). The orig-
inal RNA-seq reads were aligned to the human genome
(hg38/GRCh38) using STAR v2.5.3a (23), with the align-
ment parameters described in the GTEx study (2). We re-
moved the BAM files that were either generated from dis-
eased tissues and or tissue types with small sample sizes.
We also removed RNA-seq BAM files from individuals
without genotype data, which were not included in the
GTEx analysis freeze. The remaining BAM files were then
sorted and converted into bedGraph format using bed-
tools v2.17.0 (24). Genotype data from the GTEx v8 re-
lease were called from whole-genome sequencing (WGS)
data (2). Briefly, WGS reads were aligned to the human
genome (hg38/GRCh38) with BWA (25). Variants in the
variant call format (VCF) file were called using GATK Hap-
lotypeCaller v3.5 (26). After filtering low-quality samples
by the GTEx Consortium, the final analysis freeze set con-
tained variants called from 838 donors. The final variants
were imputed and phased using SHAPEIT v2 (27). The as-
sociated sample description files were downloaded from the
GTEx Portal (www.gtexportal.org).

Quantification of APA usage using DaPars2

Our previously developed DaPars2 (28) was used to calcu-
late relative APA usage, which was measured by the per-
centage of distal polyA site usage index (PDUI), from stan-
dard RNA-seq data. DaPars2 applies a two-normal mixture
model to allow for the joint quantification of APA usage
for multiple samples (28). Using the University of Califor-
nia Santa Cruz (UCSC) Table Browser (29), we first down-
loaded the human genes annotation file (hg38/GRCh38).
Then, the script ‘DaPars Extract Anno.py’ was used to ex-
tract a 3′UTR annotation for each transcript. Afterwards,
we calculated the sequencing depth for each sample, which
was used as an input of DaPars2 for normalizing the se-
quencing depth difference of samples, by SAMtools v1.9
(25). Finally, multiple RNA-seq samples were jointly ana-
lyzed to identify de novo APA sites and to calculate the APA
usage of each transcript in each sample with DaPars2 (28).

3′aQTL mapping for each tissue

3′aQTL analysis was performed separately for each tissue,
using the genotype and normalized PDUI values as pre-
viously described (Figure 1A) (22). Briefly, we split the
VCF data for each tissue with BCFtools (25) and further
transformed them into genotype matrix files using BioAl-
cidae v.2.27.1 (30). Only variants with a minor allele fre-
quency ≥ 0.01 were included in further analyses. For each
tissue type, we used linear regression by MatrixEQTL (31)
to test the association between normalized PDUI values
and SNPs within a 1-Mb interval of the 3′UTR region. Both
known covariates (e.g. sex, RNA integrity number [RIN],
platform, and top five genotype principal components) and
unobserved covariates calculated by PEER (32) were in-
cluded in the analysis. The number of PEER covariates
for each tissue was selected based on suggestions from the
GTEx Consortium: 15, 30 and 35 PEER factors were cho-
sen for tissue sample sizes of <150, 150–250 and >250, re-
spectively (1). By randomly sampling individual labels, 1000
rounds of permutation analysis were conducted to obtain
empirical P-values for each APA gene. Then, these P-values
were adjusted with the R package qvalue v.2.0.0 (33).

Identification of GWAS-associated 3′aQTLs

To identify human diseases and traits associated with SNPs,
we obtained GWAS risk SNPs (referred to as tag SNPs)
from the National Human Genome Research Institute
GWAS catalog (34) (accessed 1 June 2021). SNPs with no
dbSNP accessions were removed. Previous studies have sug-
gested that causal variants are often not the tag SNPs them-
selves, but the SNPs in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with
tag SNPs (35,36). Thus, we extracted a list of SNPs that
were in strong LD of European ancestry with the GWAS
catalog tag SNP (referred to as LD SNPs). Using the LD
cutoff of r2 ≥ 0.8, we finally identified 1 711 210 LD
SNPs and tag SNPs, which we refer to as GWAS-associated
SNPs. GWAS-associated 3′aQTLs were defined when the
lead 3′aQTLs were overlapped with these GWAS-associated
SNPs.
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Figure 1. Data processing and data statistics in 3′aQTL-atlas. (A) Schematic of overall data processing in the 3′aQTL-atlas. (B) Distribution of the number
of RNA-seq samples for each tissue used in the 3′aQTL-atlas. (C) Distribution of the number of APA events and significant 3′aQTL SNPs (FDR ≤ 0.05)
for each tissue, sorted by the tissue sample sizes. Each color code indicates a tissue of origin. APA, alternative polyadenylation; WGS, whole-genome
sequencing; 3′aQTL, 3′ untranslated region APA quantitative trait loci.

Construction of the 3′aQTL-atlas website

The 3′aQTL-atlas website was constructed on a Linux-
based Apache Web server (http://www.apache.org). All pro-
cessed and annotated data in the 3′aQTL-atlas were stored
in MySQL. The R package LocusCompare (37) and in-
house R scripts were used to perform data analyses and data
plotting. The interactive web pages were implemented using
HTML, CSS, JavaScript and PHP languages, with several
JavaScript libraries (JQuery.js, DataTable.js, NG-Circos.js
and IGV.js) and Bootstrap framework (a popular frame-
work for developing interactive websites). The 3′aQTL-atlas
is freely available and does not require registration or login
for access.

RESULTS

Sample summary and 3′aQTL landscape of human tissues

In this version of the 3′aQTL-atlas, we analyzed 15,201
RNA-seq samples across 49 human normal tissues from
GTEx version 8 (Figure 1A, B). The RNA-seq sample sizes
for each tissue ranged from 73 in the kidney cortex to 706
in skeletal muscle, with a median of 310 (Figure 1B). With
the FDR <0.05, a total of 1.49 million common genetic
variants associated with 3′aQTLs were identified; the me-
dian was 30 427 variants per tissue type, with a minimum of
9938 in the kidney cortex and a maximum of 424 628 in thy-
roid (Figure 1C). The number of 3′aQTL APA events was
highly correlated (Pearson correlation P-value < 2.2e−16,
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r = 0.91) with the sample size in each tissue (Figure 1C
and Supplementary Figure S1). The strong correlation be-
tween 3′aQTL number and sample size suggests that more
3′aQTLs will continue to be identified as additional RNA-
seq datasets become available.

Data searching, browsing, and visualizing by four modules

We developed a user-friendly website (3′aQTL-atlas; https:
//wlcb.oit.uci.edu/3aQTLatlas) for searching, browsing, and
visualizing 1.49 million common genetic variants associ-
ated with 3′aQTLs across 49 human normal tissues. The
3′aQTL-atlas consists of four modules (Figure 2A): a
3′aQTL search by Gene/SNP (Figure 2B), 3′aQTL genome
browser (Figure 2C), 3′aQTL boxplot (Figure 2D), and
GWAS-3′aQTL colocalization event visualization (Figure
2E). In addition, a list of GWAS-associated 3′aQTLs are
also provided for users to deeply investigate the mechanisms
of 3′aQTLs in human traits and diseases.

In the ‘3′aQTL search by Gene/SNP’ module, users can
search the 3′aQTLs across 49 human tissues using the gene
name or SNP rs ID. It will return a table with the RefSeq
transcript ID, gene symbol, SNP rs ID, chromosome po-
sition, tissue types, and P-value of each 3′aQTL item for
the queried gene or SNP. For example, querying IRF5 will
return 12 308 significant 3′aQTL items. Users can further
filter these 3′aQTLs by selecting tissue names in the ‘Tis-
sues’ column (e.g. Whole Blood) or inputting custom fil-
ter key words (e.g. rs10954213) into the ‘Search’ field at the
top-right corner of the table (Figure 2B). We also provide
the ‘Browser’ and ‘Boxplot’ button for each 3′aQTL item
to allow users to visualize the 3′aQTL item in the genome
browser and boxplot figures.

In the ‘3′aQTL genome browser’ module, users can
explore the 3′aQTLs across human tissues in an in-
teractive genome browser using the gene symbol (e.g.,
IRF5), SNP rs ID (e.g. rs10954213), or genome position
(e.g. chr7:128687612–129200035). For example, by search-
ing ‘SNCA’ in the genome browser, we can find all sig-
nificant 3′aQTLs for SNCA (blue points) in Brain Cor-
tex tissue, which confirms previous results that common
variants can change the APA usage of SNCA in the brain
(16) (Figure 2C). Clicking the dot of interest will show de-
tails of the SNP, including rs ID and P-value (Figure 2C).
Only 3′aQTLs of the queried gene are labeled in blue in
the genome browser, whereas 3′aQTLs of other genes are
labeled in grey. The genome browser also provides gene
structure annotation, GWAS catalog risk SNPs (34), and
PolyA DB3 polyA sites (38) tracks, which allow users to
integrate these data with 3′aQTLs. In addition, users can
download the figures of the browser tracks in SVG format
by clicking on the ‘Save SVG’ button at the top-right corner
of the genome browser.

In the ‘3′aQTL boxplot’ module, we designed an on-
line tool that allows users to customize boxplots for each
3′aQTL. For example, users can draw the boxplot by in-
putting the gene ID (e.g. NM 001347928@IRF5), rs ID
(e.g. rs10954213), and tissue name (e.g. Whole Blood) (Fig-
ure 2D). The color of the boxplot is user defined, and the
whole plot can be downloaded as a publishable PDF docu-
ment.

In the ‘GWAS-3′aQTL colocalization event visualiza-
tion’ module, we provide an online server for the widely
used R package LocusCompare (37), which allows users
to visualize GWAS-3′aQTLs colocalization events using
their own GWAS data. For example, by inputting the gene
ID (e.g. NM 001382207@ZC3H13), tissue name (e.g. Pan-
creas), and a two-column text with the rs ID and corre-
sponding P-value, users can visualize the GWAS-3′aQTLs
colocalization event at the ZC3H13 locus (Figure 2E). The
plots can also be downloaded in PDF format.

To link 3′aQTL variants to human genetic traits and dis-
eases, we also provide a list of GWAS-associated 3′aQTLs,
which were defined when the lead 3′aQTL variants are the
GWAS catalog (34) tag SNPs or SNPs in strong LD with
tag SNPs. This allows users to investigate the mechanisms
of 3′aQTLs in human traits and diseases.

Downloading data and figures

We provide download functions for all four modules of the
3′aQTL-atlas. In the ‘3′aQTL search by Gene/SNP’ mod-
ule, users can download a table file for all queried results. In
the ‘3′aQTL genome browser’ module, the genome browser
can be downloaded in SVG format by clicking on the ‘Save
SVG’ button (e.g. Figure 2C). For the other two modules,
users can download a customized boxplot for each 3′aQTL
(e.g. Figure 2D), as well as LocusCompare plots (37) for
the GWAS-3′aQTLs colocalization events, in PDF format
(e.g. Figure 2E). We also provide a download page (https://
wlcb.oit.uci.edu/3aQTLatlas/Download.php), where users
can download all the 3′aQTLs across 49 human normal tis-
sues and a table of all human trait- and disease- associated
3′aQTLs for further analysis.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Increasing evidence suggests that genetic variants impact-
ing APA usage play crucial roles in human diseases and
traits (22,39,40). Here, we comprehensively evaluated the ef-
fects of genetic variants on 3′UTR usage across 49 human
normal tissue types from the GTEx project and provide
a user-friendly database, 3′aQTL-atlas, for users to query,
browse, visualize, and download the 3′aQTLs. To the best
of our knowledge, 3′aQTL-atlas is the first database for
users to explore the genetic effects on 3′UTR usage in large-
scale human normal tissues. In recent years, similar QTL
resources, such as eQTL and sQTL, utilizing calculations
from GTEx human normal tissues have been wildly used for
functional interpretations of GWAS risk loci. The 3′aQTL-
atlas aims to establish APA as another emerging and im-
portant molecular phenotype to explain a large fraction of
GWAS risk SNPs, leading to significant novel biological in-
sights into the genetic basis of APA and APA-linked suscep-
tibility genes in human traits and diseases. With the increas-
ing number of RNA-seq datasets from the GTEx project
and other consortium projects, such as the Trans-Omics for
Precision Medicine program (41), we will continue to up-
date the 3′aQTL-atlas to include 3′aQTLs from more indi-
viduals and tissue types. This would make the 3′aQTL-atlas
an important resource for the genetic research community.
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Figure 2. Web interface of 3′aQTL-atlas. (A) 3′aQTL-atlas consists of four modules: 3′aQTL search by Gene/SNP, 3′aQTL genome browser, 3′aQTL box-
plot, and GWAS-3′aQTL colocalization event visualization. (B) 3′aQTL query interface and sample results in the ‘3′aQTL search by Gene/SNP’ module.
(C) An example of the genome browser view shows the 3′aQTLs of brain cortex tissue at the SNCA locus. (D) Interface of the ‘3′aQTL boxplot’ module and
an example of the 3′aQTL boxplot for IRF5 and rs10954213 in whole blood. (E) Interface of the ‘GWAS-3′aQTL colocalization event visualization’ module
and an example of the LocusCompare plot at the ZC3H13 locus with T2D GWAS P-values and 3′aQTL P-values in pancreas tissue. GWAS, genome-wide
association studies; SNP, single-nucleotide polymorphism; WGS, whole-genome sequencing; 3′aQTL, 3′ untranslated region alternative polyadenylation
quantitative trait loci.
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In summary, the 3′aQTL-atlas provides significant supple-
ments to interpret the function of non-coding GWAS risk
variants and offers beneficial resources for exploring the ge-
netic basis of APA in human phenotypic diversity and a
wide spectrum of human diseases.
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